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World-famous cupcake chef Gustavo Mustachio has gone missing, and it’s up to investiGATORS Mango and Brash to find him. The alligator duo begins by going undercover at Gustavo’s bakery, Batter Down. Clues lead them to the science factory, where a scientific breakthrough about to be revealed has been stolen. Following their leads, the partners head to the city hospital and eventually back to the bakery. In the end, Gustavo reappears, and the case of the missing invention is also solved.

This graphic novel is perfect for fans of books like Dog Man. It is full of humor, puns, twists, and goofiness. The illustrations, drawn with pencil, inked with pen, and digitally colored are bright, vibrant, and eye-catching. Young artists will also enjoy the back matter, which contains how-to instructions for drawing a few of the story’s characters. With three more titles in the series already published and a fifth in the works, readers will have many more investiGATORS adventures to enjoy.